Numerous scientific-computational domains make use of array data. The core computing of the numerical methods and the algorithms involved is related to multi-dimensional array manipulation. Memory layout and the access patterns of that data are crucial to the optimal performance of the array-based computations. As we move towards exascale computing, writing portable code for efficient data parallel computations is increasingly requiring an abstract productive working environment. To that end, we present the design of a framework for optimizing scientific array-based computations, building a case study for a Partial Differential Equations solver. By embedding the Mathematics of Arrays formalism in the Magnolia programming language, we assemble a software stack capable of abstracting the continuous high-level application layer from the discrete formulation of the collective array-based numerical methods and algorithms and the final detailed low-level code. The case study lays the groundwork for achieving optimized memory layout and efficient computations while preserving a stable abstraction layer independent of underlying algorithms and changes in the architecture.
Introduction
Given an address space, the data layout and the pattern of accessing that data are fundamental for the efficient exploitation of the underlying computer architecture. The access pattern is determined by a numerical algorithm, which may have been tuned to produce a particular pattern. The data layout may have to be adjusted explicitly to a given pattern and the computer hardware architecture. At the same time, high-performance environments are evolving rapidly and are subject to many changes. Moreover, numerical methods and algorithms are traditionally embedded in the application, forcing rewrites at every change. Thus the efficiency and portability of applications are becoming problematic. Under this scenario, software or hardware modifications usually lead to a tedious work of rewriting and tuning throughout which one must ensure correctness and efficiency. To face this scenario, the scientific community suggests a separation of concerns through high-level abstraction layers.
Burrows et al. identified a Multiarray API for Finite Difference Method (FDM) solvers [8] . We investigate the fragment of the Mathematics of Arrays (MoA) formalism [22, 23] that corresponds to this API. MoA gives us the ψ -calculus for optimizing such solvers. We present a full system approach from high level coordinate-free Partial Differential Equations (PDEs) to preparing for the layout of data and code optimization, using the MoA as an intermediate layer and the Magnolia programming language [5] to explore the specifications. In this framework, a clean and natural separation occurs between application code, the optimization algorithm and the underlying hardware architecture, while providing verifiable components. We fully work out a specific test case that demonstrates an automatable way to optimize the data layout and access patterns for a given architecture in the case of FDM solvers for PDE systems. We then proceed to show that our chosen fragment of the rewriting system defined by the ψ -calculus makes up a canonical rewriting subsystem, i.e. one that is both strongly normalizing and confluent.
In the proposed system, algorithms are written against a stable abstraction layer, independent of the underlying numerical methods and changes in the architecture. Tuning for performance is still necessary for the efficient exploitation of different computer architectures, but it takes place below this abstraction layer without disturbing the high-level implementation of the algorithms.
This paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents the related work, and a concise literature review of the state of the art. Section 3 introduces the general software stack composition and design used for our purposes. Section 4 details the optimizations and transformation rules. The PDE solver test case showcasing the framework is presented in Section 5. Finally, conclusions are given in Section 6.
Related Work
Whole-array operations were introduced by Ken Iverson [18] in the APL programming language, an implementation of his notation to model an idealized programming language with a universal algebra. Ten years later, shapes were introduced to index these operations by Abrams [1] . Attempts to compile and verify APL proved unsuccessful due to numerous anomalies in the algebra [34] . Specifically, ισ was equivalent to ι⟨ σ ⟩, where σ is a scalar and ⟨ σ ⟩ is a one element vector. Moreover, there was no indexing function nor the ability to obtain all indices from an array's shape. This caused Perlis to conclude the idealized algebra should be a Functional Array Calculator based on the λ-calculus [34] . Even with this, no calculus of indexing was formulated until the introduction of MoA [22] . MoA can serve as a foundation for array/tensor operations and their optimization.
Numerous languages emerged with monolithic or wholearray operations. Some were interpreted (e.g. Matlab and Python), some were compiled (e.g. Fortran90 and TACO [19] ) and some were Object Oriented with pre-processing capabilities (e.g. C++ with expression templates [9, 32] ). Current tensor (array) frameworks in contemporary languages, such as Tensorflow [33] and Tensor Toolbox [4] provide powerful environments to model tensor computations. None of these frameworks are based on the ψ -calculus.
Existing compilers have various optimizations that can be formulated in the ψ -calculus, e.g. loop fusion (equivalent to distributing indexing of scalar operations in MoA) and loop unrolling (equivalent to collapsing indexing based on the properties of ψ and the ψ -correspondence Theorem (PCT) in MoA [23] ). Many of the languages mentioned above implement concepts somewhat corresponding to MoA's concept of shape and its indexing mechanism. It is, however, the properties of the ψ -calculus and its ability to obtain a Denotational Normal Form (DNF) for any computation that make it particularly well-suited for optimization.
Hagedorn et al. [13] pursued the goal of optimizing stencil computations using rewriting rules in LIFT.
Background, Design and Technologies
We present the design of our library-based approach structured by layers. Figure 1 illustrates this abstract generic environment. At the domain abstraction layer, code is written in the integrated specification and programming language Magnolia, a language designed to support a high level of abstraction, ease of reasoning, and robustness. At the intermediate level, the MoA formalism describes multi-dimensional arrays. Finally, through the ψ -correspondence theorem, the array abstraction layer is mapped to the final low-level code.
Magnolia
Magnolia is a programming language geared towards the exploration of algebraic specifications. It is being designed at the Bergen Language Design Laboratory [5] ; it is a work in progress and is used to teach the Program Specification class at the University of Bergen, Norway. Magnolia's strength relies in its straightforward way of working with abstract constructs.
Magnolia relies primarily on the concept module, which is a list of type and function declarations (commonly called a signature) constrained by axioms. In Magnolia, an axiom defines properties that are assumed to hold; it however differs from the usual axioms in mathematics in that an axiom in Magnolia may define derived properties. Functions and axioms may be given a guard, which defines a precondition. The satisfaction module serves to augment our knowledge with properties that can be deduced from the premises, typically formatted to indicate that a concept models another one.
Magnolia is unusual as a programming language in that it does not have any built-in type or operation, requiring that everything be defined explicitly. Magnolia is transpiled to other languages, and thus, the actual types the programmer intends to use when running their program must be defined in the target language.
Mathematics of Arrays
MoA [22, 23] is an algebra for representing and describing operations on arrays. The main feature of the MoA formalism is the distinction between the DNF, which describes an array by its shape together with a function that defines the value at every index, and the Operational Normal Form (ONF), which describes it on the level of memory layout. The MoA's ψ -calculus [23] provides a formalism for index manipulation within an array, as well as techniques to reduce expressions of array operations to the DNF and then transform them to ONF.
The ψ -calculus is based on a generalized array indexing function, ψ , which selects a partition of an array by a multidimensional index. Because all the array operations in the MoA algebra are defined using shapes, represented as a list of sizes, and ψ , the reduction semantics of ψ -calculus allow us to reduce complex array computations to basic indexing/selection operations, which reduces the need for any intermediate values.
By the ψ -correspondence theorem [23] , we are able to transform an expression in DNF to its equivalent ONF, which describes the result in terms of loops and controls, starts, strides and lengths dependent on the chosen linear arrangement of the items, e.g. based on hardware requirements.
Motivation behind DNF and ONF
The goal behind the DNF and the ONF is to create an idealized foundation to define most -if not all -domains that use tensors (arrays). Using MoA, all of the transformations to the DNF can be derived from the definition of the ψ function and shapes.
This view has a long history [1] and, when augmented by the λ-calculus [6] , provides an idealized semantic core for all arrays [26, 27] . Array computations are very prevalent. A recent Dagstuhl workshop [2, 3] reported the pervasiveness of tensors in the Internet of things, Machine Learning, and Artificial Intelligence (e.g. Kronecker [24] ) and Matrix Products [11] . Moreover, they dominate science [12, 21] in general, especially signal processing [25, 28, 30, 31] and communications [29] . Figure 2 illustrates the design structured by layers for the PDE solver framework we describe. The first abstraction layer defines the problem through the domain's concepts. At this level, PDEs are expressed using collective and continuous operations to relate the physical fields involved. Through the functions encapsulating the numerical methods, the highlevel continuous abstraction is mapped to a discrete arraybased layer. A Magnolia specification of the array algebra defined by the MoA formalism and the ψ -calculus has been developed at this level. This algebra for arithmetic operations and permutations over multi-dimensional arrays defines the problem through collective array operations in a layout independent manner. At this point, array manipulation functions and operations may be defined in the MoA formalism and reduced according to the ψ -reduction process. This process simplifies an expression through transformational and compositional reduction properties: the rewriting rules. From the user's array-abstracted expression we obtain an equivalent optimal and minimal semantic form. Finally, the indexing algebra of the ψ -calculus relates the monolithic operations to elemental operations, defining the code on processors and memory hierarchies through loops and controls. The ψ -correspondence theorem is the theorem defining the mapping from the high-level abstracted array expressions to the operational expressions, i.e. from a form involving Cartesian coordinates into one involving linear arranged memory accesses.
PDE Solver Framework
4 MoA Transformation Rules 4.1 ψ -Calculus and Reduction to DNF Multiarrays, or multidimensional arrays, have a shape given by a list of sizes ⟨s 0 . . . s n−1 ⟩. For example, a 6 by 8 matrix A has the shape ⟨6 8⟩. The index for a multiarray is given by a multi-index ⟨i 0 . . . i n−1 ⟩. For position j of the multiindex, the index i j is in the range 0 ≤ i j < s j . This sets the vocabulary for talking about multiarrays. In the following Magnolia code and in the rest of the paper, we will assume that the following types are declared:
• type MA, for Multiarrays;
• type MS, for Multishapes;
• type MI, for Multi-indexes;
• type Int, for Integers.
All these types will have (mapped) arithmetic operators. Important functions on a multiarray are:
• the shape function ρ, which returns the shape of a multiarray, e.g. ρA = ⟨6 8⟩; • the ψ function, which takes a submulti-index and returns a submultiarray, e.g. ⟨⟩ψ A = A and ρ(⟨3⟩ψ A) = ⟨8⟩ is the subarray at position 3; • the rotate function θ , which rotates the multiarray:
p θ x A denotes the rotation of A by offset p along axis x (rotate does not change the shape: ρ(p θ x A) = ρA).
With respect to ψ , rotate works as:
The rotate operation can be used to calculate, for each element, the sum of the elements in the adjacent columns,
, which is a multiarray with the same shape as A. Applying ψ to the expression gives the following reduction: var ra = rotate(a,ax,p); var ij = pmod(get(mi,ax)+p,get(rho(a),ax)); var mj = change(mi,ax,ij); assert psi(ra,mi) == psi(a,mj); } axiom plusPsi(a:MA, b:MA, mi:MI) guard rho(a) == rho(b) { assert rho(a+b) == rho(a); assert psi(a+b,mi) == psi(a,mi) + psi(b,mi); } Note how we are using ρ and ψ to define operations on multiarrays. The ρ operator keeps track of the resulting shape. The ψ operator takes a partial multi-index and explains the effect of the operation on the subarrays. In this way the ψ operator moves inward in the expression, pushing the computation outwards towards subarrays and eventually to the element level. The concatenation property for ψ -indexing is important for this,
axiom psiConcatenation(ma:MA, q:MI, r:MI) { var psiComp = psi( psi( ma,q ), r ); var psiCat = psi( ma, cat( q,r ) ); assert psiComp == psiCat; } The rules above, for rotation and arithmetic, show how ψ moves inwards towards the multiarray variables. When this process stops, we have reached the DNF. All other multiarray functions have then been removed and replaced by their ψ definitions. What is left to figure out and what we will tentatively in this paper is how to build the DNF.
Burrows et al [8] made the case that the operations defined above augmented with mapped arithmetic constitute a sufficient basis to work with any FDM solver of PDE systems. It does not matter what language the original expression comes from (Python, Matlab, Fortran, C, etc). With the syntax removed and the tokens expressed as an AST, the DNF denotes the reduced semantic tree and could be returned to the syntax of the originating language, with interpretation or compilation proceeding as usual.
Transformation Rules
The MoA defines many rewriting rules in order to reduce an expression to its DNF. Working with those, we got the insight that the goal of the reduction is to move the call to ψ inwards to apply it as early as possible in order to save computations, and that there are enough rules to allow us to move ψ across any type of operation (Multiarray on Multiarray, scalar on Multiarray).
For the sake of this particular example, we limited ourselves to a subset of the transformation rules in the MoA. We show that this constitutes a rewriting system that is canonical.
Let us first introduce the rules we are using. In the rules, the metavariables index i , u i and sc i respectively denote multiindexes, multiarrays and scalars. The metavariable op is used for mappable binary operations such as ×, + and −, that take either a scalar and a multiarray or two multiarrays as parameters and return a multiarray.
Proving that a rewriting system is canonical requires proving two properties [20] :
1. the rewriting system must be confluent; 2. the rewriting system must be strongly normalizing (reducible in a finite number of steps). For a rewriting system, being confluent is the same as having the Church-Rosser property [20] , i.e. in the case when reduction rules overlap so that a term can be rewritten in more than one way, the result of applying any of the overlapping rules can be further reduced to the same result. If a term can be derived into two different terms, the pair of the two derived terms is called a critical pair. Proving that a rewriting system is confluent is equivalent to proving that every critical pair of the system yields the same result for both of its terms.
Our rules above of the rewriting system can not generate any critical pair; the system is thus trivially confluent. Now, we must prove that the rewriting system is strongly normalizing: the system must yield an irreducible expression in a finite number of steps for any expression. To that end, we assign a weight w ∈ N to the expression such that w represents the "weight" of the expression tree. We define the weight of the tree as the sum of the weight of each (index ψ ) node. The weight of each one of these nodes is equal to 3 h , where h is the height of the node.
Since N is bounded below by 0, we simply need to prove that the application of each rule results in w strictly decreasing to prove that our rewriting system is strongly normalizing.
For each one of our three rules, we draw a pair of trees representing the corresponding starting expression on the left and the resulting expression from applying the rule on the right. Then, we verify that w strictly decreases from the tree on the left to the tree on the right. We call w l the weight of the left tree and w r the weight of the right tree. Figures 3, 4 and 5 illustrate these trees.
In the three figures, we assume that the tree rooted in the iψ node has height h ′ . Since the iψ node has a parameter, it is never a leaf and we have h ′ > 0.
In Figure 3 , the starting expression has the weight w l = 3 h ′ . The resulting expression from applying R1, however, has the weight w r = 2 × 3 h ′ −1 = 2 3 w l , which is less than w l . In Figure 4 , the starting expression has the weight w l = 3 h ′ . The resulting expression from applying R2, however, has the weight w r = 3 h ′ −1 = 1 3 w l , which is less than w l . In Figure 5 , the starting expression has the weight w l = 3 h ′ . The resulting expression from applying R3, however, has the weight w r = 3 h ′ −1 = 1 3 w l , which is less than w l . Since w strictly decreases with every rewrite, the system is strongly normalizing. Since it is also confluent, it is canonical.
Adapting to
Hardware Architecture using ONF Once we have reduced an expression to its DNF, if we know about the layout of the data it uses, we can build its ONF. Assuming a row major layout, let us turn
To proceed further, we need to define three functions: γ , ι and rav.
• rav is short for Ravel, which denotes the flattening operation, both in APL and in MoA. It takes a multiarray and reshapes it into a vector. We therefore use rav to deal with the representation of the array in the memory of the computer.
• γ takes an index and a shape and returns the corresponding index in the flattened representation of the array 1 . γ is not computable unless a specific memory layout is assumed, which is why this decision has to be taken before building the ONF. One can note that rav and γ are tightly connected in defining flattened array accesses as γ encodes the layout while rav is defined in terms of γ . For FDM, it is important therefore to figure out the right memory layout such that rotations are completed in an efficient fashion.
• ι is a unary function, which takes a natural number n as its parameter and returns a 1-D array containing the range of natural numbers from 0 to n excluded. It is used to build strides of indexes needed by the ONF.
With these operations defined, we can proceed. We first apply the ψ -correspondence theorem followed by applying γ .
Secondly, we apply rav and turn ι into a loop to reach the following generic program:
The ONF is concerned with performance, and is where cost analysis and dimension lifting begins.
Regarding pure cost analysis, at this point, it is still possible to optimize this program: unfolding the loops gives us the insight that the modulo operation is only ever useful on the 0 t h and 5 t h row. Thus, by splitting the cases into those that require the modulo operation to be run and those that do not, we may achieve better performance. Now imagine breaking the problem over 2 processors. Conceptually, the dimension is lifted. It is important to note that the lifting may happen on any axis, especially in the current case where we are dealing with rotations on a given axis. If we happen to apply dimension lifting on the axis on which we are rotating, we may not be able to split the memory perfectly between the different computing sites. This could require inter-process communication, or duplication of memory. 1 Here, only γ on rows is considered, but other γ functions exist
In this case, since we are rotating on the 0 th axis, we pick axis 1 as the candidate to be lifted. The loop on j is then split into 2 loops because we now view the 2-D resultant array as a 3-D array A ′ with shape ⟨ 6 2 8/2 ⟩ = ⟨ 6 2 4 ⟩ in which axis 1 corresponds to the number of processors. Therefore, we get:
This reduces to the following generic program:
As discussed above, there are other ways to achieve splitting of the problem across several computing sites. In general, the size of the array and the cost of accessing different architectural components drive the decision to break the problem up over processors, GPUs, threads, etc. [16, 17] .
If a decision was made to break up the operations over different calculation units, the loop would be the same but the cost of performing the operation would be different. This decision is therefore completely cost-driven.
Continuing with dimension lifting, a choice might be made to use vector registers. This is, once again, a cost-driven decision, which may however be decided upon statically, prior to execution.
If we were to break our problem up over several processors and using vector registers, it would conceptually go from 2 dimensional to 4 dimensional, using indexing to access each resource. The same process can be applied to hardware components [11] , e.g. pipelines, memories, buffers, etc., to achieve optimal throughput.
PDE Solver Test Case
Coordinate-free numerics [10, 14] is a high-level approach to writing solvers for PDEs. Solvers are written using highlevel operators on abstract tensors. Take for instance Burgers' equation [7] ,
where vector ì u denotes a time and space varying velocity vector, t is time, and the scalar ν is a viscosity coefficient. Burgers' equation is a PDE involving temporal ( -dot(u_substep,gradient(u_substep)); u = u + dt * u_t; }; Note how close this code follows the mathematical high-level formulation (5) . We can lower the abstraction level of this code by linking it with a library for 3D cartesian coordinates based on continuous ringfields [15] . Next it can be linked with a library for finite difference methods choosing, e.g., stencils ⟨− 1 2 , 0, 1 2 ⟩ and ⟨1, −2, 1⟩ for first and second order partial derivatives, respectively. This takes us to a code at the MoA level, consisting of rotate and maps of arithmetic operations [8] . With some reorganisation, we end up with the solver code below, expressed using MoA. The code calls the snippet six times forming one full time integration step, one call for each of the three dimensions of the problem times two due to the half-step in the time-integration. The variables dt,nu,dx are scalar (floating point). The first two come from the code above, while dx was introducd by the finite difference method. The variables u0,u1,u2 are multiarrays (3D each), for each of the components of the 3D velocity vectorfield. These variables will be updated during the computation. The variables c0,c1,c2,c3 and c4 are numeric constants. Three temporary multiarray variables v0,v1,v2 are computed in the first three snippet calls, due to the half-step. They are then used in the last three snippet calls to update u0,u1,u2.
procedure step (upd u0:MA, upd u1:MA, upd u2:MA, obs nu:Float, obs dx:Float, obs dt:Float) { var c0 = 0.5/dx; var c1 = 1/dx/dx; var c2 = 2/dx/dx; var c3 = nu; var c4 = dt/2; var v0 = u0; var v1 = u1; var v2 = u2; call snippet(v0,u0,u0,u1,u2,c0,c1,c2,c3,c4); call snippet(v1,u1,u0,u1,u2,c0,c1,c2,c3,c4); call snippet(v2,u2,u0,u1,u2,c0,c1,c2,c3,c4); call snippet(u0,v0,v0,v1,v2,c0,c1,c2,c3,c4); call snippet(u1,v1,v0,v1,v2,c0,c1,c2,c3,c4); call snippet(u2,v2,v0,v1,v2,c0,c1,c2,c3,c4);
};
In the actual snippet code, d1a,d2a,d1b,d2b,d1c,d2c and shift_v are temporary multiarray variables. The shift function takes as first argument the multiarray being shifted, then the direction of the shift, and lastly the distance for the rotational shift.
procedure snippet (upd u:MA, obs v:MA, obs u0:MA, obs u1:MA, obs u2:MA, obs c0:Float, obs c1:Float, obs c2:Float, obs c3:Float, obs c4:Float) { var shift_v = shift ( v, 0, -1 ); var d1a = -c0 * shift_v; var d2a = c1 * shift_v -c2 * u0; shift_v = shift ( v, 0, 1 ); d1a = d1a + c0 * shift_v; d2a = d2a + c1 * shift_v; shift_v = shift ( v, 1, -1 ); var d1b = -c0 * shift_v; var d2b = c1 * shift_v -c2 * u0; shift_v = shift ( v, 1, 1 ); d1b = d1b + c0 * shift_v; d2b = d2b + c1 * shift_v; shift_v = shift ( v, 2, -1 ); var d1c = -c0 * shift_v; var d2c = c1 * shift_v -c2 * u0; shift_v = shift ( v, 2, 1 ); d1c = d1c + c0 * shift_v; d2c = d2c + c1 * shift_v; d1a = u0 * d1a + u1 * d1b + u2 * d1c; d2a = d2a + d2b + d2c; u = u + c4 * ( c3 * d2a -d1a); }; In essence, snippet is computing 1/3 of the half-step of the PDE, using common calls to rotate to compute one first and one second order partial derivative.
Reduction using MoA
Using the reduction rules defined in the ψ -calculus, and turning our snippet code into an expression, we can reduce the code to a DNF representation. In the following, we spell out some of the transformation steps. The equation
is a transcription of the snippet code above. We use the notation θ x to denote a rotation around the x th axis, represented in Magnolia by calls to shift(multiarray, axis, offset).
The Magnolia implementation of the snippet makes heavy use of the multiarrays d1x and d2x, where x denotes the axis around which the multiarray is rotated in lexicographical order (a corresponds to the 0 t h axis, b to the 1 st and so on). For the sake of easing into it, let us start by building a generic DNF representation for d2x. All the steps will be detailed explicitly in order to gain insights on what is needed and what is possible.
Using the MoA's concatenation of index property, we can now define ⟨ i ⟩ ψ d 2x . However, this is only reducible if x = 0. The reason is that to reduce an expression using a rotation on the x t h axis further, one needs to apply ψ with an index of at least x + 1 elements. Therefore, to reduce d 21 , we need an index vector with at least 2 elements, while we need a total index containing 3 elements to reduce d 22 . With that in mind, we can try to reduce d 21 :
For x = 2, we apply the same process with a total index:
Now we can define the ONF of the expression, which is the form we will use in our actual code. Let's define it for d 21 :
(apply γ on both sides)
The optimization can be done similarly for d 22 . The fact that d 22 can only be reduced using a total index means that snippet too can only be fully reduced using a total index.
(distribute ψ over + and -)
(extract constant c 4 , c 3 , and c 0 )
(distribute ψ over +, ×, and -)
(extract constant factors c 1 and 3 × c 2 )
(translate rotations into indexing)
In Magnolia, the DNF can be captured as such:
procedure snippetDNF( upd u:MA, obs v:MA, obs u0:MA, obs u1:MA, obs u2:MA, obs c0:Float, obs c1:Float, obs c2:Float, obs c3:Float, obs c4:Float, -d2,s2 ),v)) * psi(mi,u2) )); } Now, we can transform snippet into its ONF form:
This is how far we can go without specific information about the layout of the data in the memory and the architecture. The current form is still fully generic, with γ and rav parameterized over the layout. The Magnolia implementation of this generic form is as follows:
procedure moaONF ( upd u:MA, obs v:MA, obs u0:MA, obs u1:MA, obs u2:MA, obs c0:Float, obs c1:Float, obs c2:Float, obs c3:Float, obs c4:Float, obs mi:MI ){ var s0 = shape0(v); var s1 = shape1(v); var s2 = shape2(v);
var newu = get(rav(u),gamma(mi,s)) + c4*(c3*(c_1* get(rav(v),gamma(mod0(mi-d0,s0),s)) + get(rav(v),gamma(mod0(mi+d0,s0),s)) + get(rav(v),gamma(mod1(mi-d1,s1),s)) + get(rav(v),gamma(mod1(mi+d1,s1),s)) + get(rav(v),gamma(mod2(mi-d2,s2),s)) + get(rav(v),gamma(mod2(mi+d2,s2),s))) -3 * c_2 get(rav(u),gamma(mi,s)) -c_0 * ((get(rav(v),gamma(mod0(mi+d0,s0),s)) -get(rav(v),gamma(mod0(mi-d0,s0),s))) * get(rav(u_0),gamma(mi,s)) + (get(rav(v),gamma(mod1(mi+d1,s1),s)) -get(rav(v),gamma(mod1(mi+d1,s1),s))) * get(rav(u_1),gamma(mi,s)) + (get(rav(v),gamma(mod2(mi+d2,s2),s)) -get(rav(v),gamma(mod2(mi-d2,s2),s))) * get(rav(u_2),gamma(mi,s)))); set(rav(u),gamma(mi,s),newu); } In Section 4.3, we defined the layout of the data as rowmajor. Thus we can optimize the expression further by expanding the calls to γ : At this point, as indicated in section 4.3, we can convert our expression into several subexpressions in order to distinguish the general case from anomalies (i.e cases that require the modulo operation to be applied on any axis). This general case is in ONF and we can use it for code generation or to perform additional transformations, specifically dimension lifting.
Conclusion
Through the full analysis of an FDM solver of a PDE, we were able to extract a rewriting subsystem most relevant to our specific problem out of the rewriting rules provided by the ψ -calculus. Then, we proved that this particular set of rewriting rules constitutes a canonical rewriting system, getting one step closer to fully automating the optimization of array computations using the MoA formalism.
We are now working on the implementation of our optimizations to measure their impact on the performance of the solver for different architectures, and can report results in the near future.
By working out an approach from high level coordinatefree PDEs down to preparing for data layout and code optimization using MoA as an intermediate layer through the full exploration of a relevant example, we pave the way for building similar systems for any problem of the same category. High-efficiency code can thus easily be explored and generated from a unique high-level abstraction and potentially different implementation algorithms, layouts of data or hardware architectures.
Because tensors dominate a significant portion of science, future work may focus on figuring out what properties can be deduced from the complete ψ -calculus rewriting system with a goal to extend this currently problem-oriented approach towards a fully automated problem-independent optimization tool based on MoA.
Given the scale of the ecosystem impacted by this kind of work, such prospects are very attractive.
